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For many, these teachings of Jesus are not only very emotive, they make little sense. They seem to be 

aimed at angels. Human beings can never achieve such heights of perfection.  

Matthew must have known about the facts of human nature, that it is sinful. The Christians to whom 

Matthew wrote must have been aware of their own behavior. These teachings would have caused 

consternation and embarrassment within the group. There were sure to be those who had shown anger, 

and who had hidden behind religious observance to excuse their argument with a fellow Christian. There 

were sure to be those who knew their lustful thoughts. There were sure to be those who had already 

divorced their wives or married a woman who had been divorced. There were sure to be those who had 

used an oath. 

When you think about it, Matthew was taking a risk by recording these teachings in such stark 

uncompromising terms. Why did he then take this risk? 

The reason appears to be that the goal of perfection must always be set before us or we will believe that 

any wrong is all right. We will tolerate dishonesty as normal behavior. We will allow anger to build into 

violence, unchecked. We will consider adultery as a normal way of accommodating desire. We will make 

divorce the only way out for every broken relationship. We will turn evil into the only possible option for 

sinful humanity. 

When you think about it, this is what is happening today. People say that human frailty means that the 

world will always be in a mess. In this philosophy, there is no hope for anything better than the lowest 

level of behavior.  

But surely Jesus was right to teach us ‘the better way’. Matthew was right to record it faithfully. The 

church to whom this gospel was written was right to treasure It as good news. 

God promises that a heart can be renewed by the Spirit to obey teaching like this. That is Christ’s 

message of hope for the world. Surely it makes sense to aim for more than a mess. 

The six pronouncements Jesus makes as the authoritative interpreter of the Torah are frequently called 

“antitheses” because that is the form they take. Jesus cites a ruling from the Torah, appealing to 

Scripture, and then modifies, radicalizes, or extends it in some direction. The form “But I say to you ...” 

shows his complete authority relating to the Torah, Moses, and the Pharisaic oral tradition. A very high 

expression of faith emerges. 

The six instances chosen are illustrative rather than exhaustive. In fact, all six bear upon relations 

between human beings to the exclusion of other areas. Common to most is the sense that righteous 

behavior has to do with the heart and with attitude rather than mere conformity with an external 

prescription.  Some of the instructions Jesus gives come in the form of “focal instances”: specific  
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prescriptions of an exaggerated or totally impractical character (e.g., tearing out one’s eye [5:29], 

cutting off one’s hand [5:30]).  

Such commands are not meant to be followed literally. They are a prophetic strategy designed to shock 

hearers into a whole new way of looking at human behavior by commending something totally at odds 

with what is normally thought reasonable. 

Concern for the heart is particularly clear in the first ruling (5:21-26), dealing with hostility between 

people. The old commandment simply stated, “You shall not murder” (Exod 20:13; Deut 5:17). Jesus 

radicalizes the matter by insisting on going to the heart and addressing at that level the anger that can 

lead to a whole scale of insult and injury to others, of which murder would simply be an extreme 

outcome. 

The positive antidote is reconciliation with an alienated brother or sister, a duty so supremely important 

as to warrant postponing the offering of a gift to God in the Temple (mercy before sacrifice).  

What’s particularly noteworthy here is the delicacy of what Jesus counsels: not “if you remember that 

you have something against your brother or sister ...” but “if you remember (= suspect) that your 

brother or sister has something against you....” In other words, it is not simply a matter of dealing with 

one’s own feelings of anger, but of positively going out to recognize those of the aggrieved party and 

seeking to defuse them. 

The advice to “settle out of court” given in vv. 25-26 looks like a piece of worldly wisdom, but it 

reinforces the supreme importance of reconciliation, with overtones, never far from the surface in 

Matthew, of accountability before the end-time tribunal of God. 

The same radical sense – going to the heart – is explicit in the next ruling, dealing with sexual behavior 

(5:27-30). The old commandment simply forbade adultery. In a way that sounds very contemporary, 

Jesus insists that the problem really begins with perception: with a man’s fundamental attitude to a 

woman. Is a woman simply an object for a man’s sexual exploitation (lust)? Or is she a fellow human 

being with whom dealings in any area, including the sexual, must be based on equality of relationship, 

fidelity, and consent?  

The extreme advice about what to do with wandering eye and hand (vv. 29-30) –another of the “focal 

instances” – reinforces the sense that sexuality has to do with the totality of a person (one’s “whole 

body”), including relationships. 

The next pronouncement (5:31-32) deals with the related area of fidelity in marriage. The old 

dispensation looked at the issue entirely from the male perspective and discussed grounds upon which a 

man could divorce his wife, simply giving her a bill of divorce stating that she was no longer bound to 

him. The Matthean Jesus excludes divorce absolutely, save in one particular situation, that of adultery. 
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This is not so much a legal ruling (though of all the six cases it has been most widely interpreted as such) 

as, again, a vision of marriage that is more radical and more human at the same time. Instead of 

marriage being a social institution having in view a man’s exclusive sexual and domestic rights to one 

woman, Jesus sees it to be a lifelong union bound not by law but by mutual fidelity and companionship. 

No doubt many people in second marriages hear this ruling of Jesus (and the parallel in 19:9) as an 

instance of burdens imposed rather than lifted. The Matthean formulations do lift the burden slightly in 

the shape of the exceptive clauses – not something, however, that will be of much comfort in cases 

where no question of adultery arises.  

Whatever development in Church discipline, especially the very strict discipline of the Catholic tradition, 

may undergo in the future, it will be important to keep in mind that, while illustrating the “surpassing 

righteousness” required of disciples (5:20), Jesus' statements in this area (1) are not legal rulings that are 

absolutely clear; (2) envisage a life expectancy and social stability vastly different from today; (3) are 

primarily concerned to reclaim marriage from something where all the power and decision-making rest 

one-sidedly with one partner (the man) to something corresponding to the original design of the 

Creator: a lifelong, equal companionship of permanence and fidelity. 

So when you listen to people declaring that they are seeking a divorce, what comes to mind? Do you ask 

the reasons, or do you declare that divorce is not an option? With the breakdown of relationships all 

around us is this teaching of Jesus to be taken as an ideal or as a reality? How do you combine law and 

compassion in your attitude to others, and to yourself? 

When you listen to people talking about their breakdown in relationships, how can you help them make 

reconciliation the rule rather than the exception? How can you help people rebuild their lives and find 

renewed relationships with God and with others that will last? 

Yes, there are many connections we can make with the teaching of Jesus. It challenges some of the 

deepest assumptions about our own and others’ behavior. Only a heart renewed by God’s Spirit can 

obey teaching like this.  

Peace be with you. 

Amen. 

 

 

 

 


